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ABSTRACT

The fan blade vibration mode shape has a critical influence on its flutter stability, which could result in potentially

disastrous consequences. A numerical study of the effects of vibration mode shape on the fan blade flutter is presented. The

first bending mode of a fan blade is decomposed into three fundamental modes: a chord wise plunge motion, a flap wise

plunge motion and a twist motion. The aerodynamic works arising from the decomposed three fundamental modes, with the

original natural frequency unchanged, are computed by the influence coefficient method, and the least stable fundamental

mode as well as the least stable nodal diameter are assessed. In addition, the effect of vibration frequency on flutter stability

is also investigated for the three decomposed modes.

INTRODUCTION

The fan is an essential component of civil high bypass ratio aircraft engines, as it products most of the engine thrust

and contributes a substantial amount of the engine weight. With the increasing aerodynamic load on the fan and the trend

towards more lightweight structural design, the risk of fan blade flutter is becoming more and more prominent. Therefore,

the fan blade flutter-free design is a challenging engineering task, particular for a civil large bypass ratio aero-engine design.

Flutter is a self-excited aeroelastic instability phenomenon that might lead to blade failure within a very short time. It could

also reduce the engine service life and affect the safety of the airplane and passengers seriously, so the risk of flutter has to

be mitigated during the design and test process.

The energy method(Carta and O, 1967) has been widely used in turbomachinery industries to assess fan flutter thanks

to its high computational efficiency. The stability of an aeroelastic system is determined by the accumulated aerodynamic

work on a blade surface by unsteady aerodynamic force during one period of vibration. When the energy transfers from

the unsteady flow to the blade, it implies that flutter onset would occur, and vice versa. Obviously, accurate prediction

of the unsteady aerodynamic pressure on blade surface plays an essential role in the energy method. Two methods are

available to compute unsteady aerodynamic responses. One is the traveling wave method (TWM) proposed by Lane and

Friedman (1958), assuming that all blades vibrate at the same frequency and amplitude but with a certain phase angle

difference between adjacent blades. This angle is known as the inter-blade phase angle (IBPA). The other one is the influence

coefficient method (ICM) proposed by Hanamura et al. (1980), which assumes that the aerodynamic force on a given

blade can be superimposed by the aerodynamic influence of the blade itself and its neighboring blades. If the unsteady

aerodynamic influence decays rapidly in the lateral direction, ICM can reconstruct the stability curve for each IBPA with
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a single unsteady computation. Therefore using ICM could save computational time compared to TWM in the either time

domain or frequency domain. However, ICM requires that mode shape and frequency are slightly dependent with respect

to nodal diameters, which is valid for a blade with a stiff disk. Otherwise, TWM has to be used.

The fundamental mechanisms of blade flutter are complex. There were many investigations in the literature that con-

tributed to the understanding of the mechanisms of the blade flutter. Some factors have been identified to have important

influence on blade flutter, such as vibration mode shape, reduced frequency, inter blade phase angle (IBPA), and tip clear-

ance. The effect of vibration mode was firstly identified in low-pressure turbine flutter by Panovsky and Kielb (1999a),

Nowinski and Panovsky (1999) and Kielb et al. (2004).They concluded through experimental and numerical studies that

the location of pitching center is the most important factor in determining blade aeroelastic stability of low-pressure tur-

bine blades. Kielb et al. (2004) proposed the Tie-dye diagram method, with the aid of influence coefficients and modal

decomposition, for a rapid assessment of low-pressure turbine flutter in the preliminary design phase. Vogt and Fransson

(2006) investigated the mode shape sensitivity of an oscillating low-pressure turbine cascade. The blades oscillate in two

rigid-body bending modes and one torsion mode, and the conclusion is that the most stable modes are of bending type with

axial to chord wise character with torsion-dominated modes feature high mode shape sensitivity.

Vahdati and Cumpsty (2015) decomposed the first bending mode of a wide chord fan blade into two components:

pure plunge and a pure twist motion. And they defined a parameter to quantify the twist to plunge ratio in the 1F mode:

the product of the twist angle amplitude (in radians) times the semichord of the blade at the tip divided by the plunging

amplitude at the tip of the blade. Lee et al. (2017) calculated the aerodynamic damping for different twist to plunge ratio

modes, and their results showed that the aeroelastic stability decreases as the ratio increases. A similar work was carried out

by Iseni et al. (2018), using the Influence Coefficient Method (ICM), and their conclusions were in agreement with previous

studies. As the ratio increases, the aerodynamic damping near 85% span decreases significantly and the aeroelastic stability

decreases. In addition, a Russian aero-engine OEM relied on such a twist to plunge ratio parameter to perform fan aeroelastic

optimization(Vinogradov et al., 2018).

Nevertheless, in the previous studies of mode shape effects on fan flutter, the vibration mode was decomposed into

two components: plunge and twist. Technically speaking, however, a plunge mode has two degrees of freedom, one in the

chord wise direction and the other one in the normal to the chord direction. Therefore, in this paper, the 1F mode of a fan

blade is decomposed into three fundamental modes: a chord wise plunge motion, a flap wise plunge motion (normal to the

chord direction) and a twist motion. The aerodynamic works arising from the decomposed three fundamental modes are

computed by the ICM to investigate mode shape effects. Moreover, the influence of variation frequency on flutter is also

investigated for the three modes.

AERODYNAMIC DAMPING COMPUTATION OF A WIDE CHORD FAN

A stall flutter event for a wide chord fan scaled by a factor of 0.3 was observed at part speed in a rig test when the

pressure ratio surpassed that of the normal operating line by throttling mass flow. This highly loaded fan, featuring with

18 compound lean and swept blades, is designed for high bypass ratio civil aircraft engines. As the fan is a titanium made

blisk, there is a negligible mechanical damping. The aerodynamic damping is the key for a fan flutter analysis.

In this paper, aerodynamic damping at 80% rotational speed is studied. Figure 1 shows a meridional view of the

fan mesh generated by AutoGrid5. It has extended and inflated inlet and outlet buffer zones so as to damp nonphysical

reflective waves. The single passage fan grid consists of approximately 1,070,000 hexahedron elements. The first wall

cell width is 1×10−5m, and the y+ is kept generally between 30 and 100 at walls. Both the steady and flutter analyses are

performed using the commercial software ANSYS CFX 21.0 with the k− ε turbulence model. For the inlet boundary, the

total pressure is 101,325 Pa, the total temperature is 288.15 K, and the flow direction is specified to be axial. At the outlet of

the computational domain, the static pressure at the shroud is specified with a radial equilibrium distribution. The surfaces

of blade, hub and shroud are set to be no-slip and adiabatic wall boundary. By increasing the static pressure value at outlet

tip starting from a choking operating point till ”numerical stall”, the fan speed line at 80% rotational speed is obtained, as

shown in Fig. 2. Note that the mass flow has been normalized by the mass flow rate at 100% speed design point.

Figure 1 A meridional view of the fan mesh

Next, modal analysis for the fan blade is performed using the commercial FEM solver ANSYSMechanical. The blade

material properties are based on titanium alloy TC4. Although not shown here, the mode shape and natural frequency of the
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Figure 2 The predicted fan speed line at 80% rotational speed

1F mode are slightly dependent on nodal diameters. Thus, the fan root is assumed to be cantilevered in the present study.

The FEM mesh and predicted 1F mode are shown in Fig. 3. The vibration frequency of the 1F mode is found to be 190Hz.

(a) Structural mesh (b) Predicted 1F mode

Figure 3 Structural analysis mesh and mode shape

As mentioned before, we apply ICM to compute fan blade aerodynamic damping. Flutter simulation is carried out

at the operating point near the stall boundary, marked as ”OP” in Fig. 2. The one passage grid, used in the above steady

computation, is expanded circumferentially to seven passages for ICM analyses, and themiddle blade is prescribed to vibrate

harmonically according to the 1F mode and frequency. The maximum displacement of the blade vibration is set to be 0.6%

of the blade tip chord length. At the geometric periodic boundaries, a direct periodic boundary conditions is applied. The

time domain dual time stepping method is used to perform unsteady aerodynamic computation for eight vibration cycles

with 100 physical time steps for each period. The computational time is about 28 hours with 40 Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold

6136 CPUs. The results of the last vibration period are extracted to calculate aerodynamic damping. Figure. 4 shows the

aerodynamic damping variation against nodal diameters. It can be seen that the most unstable nodal diameter is +2 and the

nodal diameter +3 also has a negative aerodynamic damping. The predicted mass flow rate and nodal diameter at which

flutter occurs are in good agreement with the available rig data. In the near future, another flutter rig test will be carried out

to further study the fan flutter boundary at different speeds. More validation of the current method will be provided then.

The imaginary part of the influence coefficients due to blade 0 vibration are shown as in Fig.5. The reference blade has

a stabilizing effect and the two adjacent blades have a destabilizing effect. Also note that the influence coefficient decreases

rapidly when moving away from the reference blade, implying the seven passages computation domain is adequate.
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Figure 4 Aerodynamic damping versus nodal diameters for the 1F mode

Figure 5 Imaginary parts of influence coefficients

MODE SHAPE DECOMPOSITION PROCEDURE

In this section, we describe a procedure to decompose the baseline 1F mode, Φ1F , into three quasi-orthogonal compo-

nents. As the FEA mesh is unstructured, nodes on blade surface have to be ordered into a number of span wise sections.

For the ith section, the plunge component Φplunge,i is defined by averaging the baseline displacement Φ1F,i at the leading

and trailing edge.

Φplunge,i =
Φ1F,i|leading edge +Φ1F,i|trailing edge

2
(1)

Then, Φplunge,i is assigned as the plunge component for all nodes in the corresponding section.The twist component Φtwist
about an axis near the middle of the blade, is obtained by subtracting the above plunge component from the baseline dis-

placement Φ1F,i,

Φtwist,i = Φ1F,i −Φplunge,i (2)

The plunge component Φplunge,i is further decomposed into the chord wise and flap wise (orthogonal to the chord wise)

component, ΦchordP and Φ f lapP, respectively,

ΦchordP,i = Φplunge,i × sin(αi),

Φ f lapP,i = Φplunge,i × cos(αi),
(3)

where αi is the angle between the modal displacement vector and the chord vector for the ith section. The maximum

displacement of the baseline 1F mode is 3.67m, and the maximum displacements of the decomposed chord wise motion,

flap wise motion and twist motion are 1.68m, 2.26m and 1.18m, respectively, as shown in Fig. 6. Note that ΦchordP and

Φ f lapP are constant for each span wise section.
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(a) Chord wise component (b) Flap wise Component (c) Twist Components

Figure 6 Contours of decomposed mode shapes

IMPACT OF MODE SHAPE

Having obtained three decomposed modes, the ICM is employed to compute aerodynamic work for each mode with

the frequency fixed at the baseline 1F mode natural frequency. Note that the aerodynamic work is defined as the work from

the blade to the fluid in this paper, which means a positive work value signifies the blade is stable while a negative value

indicates flutter will occur. As the blade vibrates in each fundamental mode, the induced unsteady pressure on blade surface

is projected to all the three modes, resulting in a total of nine aerodynamic work components. According to Panovsky and

Kielb (1999b) and Kielb et al. (2004), the combined aerodynamic work can be written as,

Worksum = [a]T [wi j] [a] =

hε

hη

hθ

T wεε wεη wεθ

wηε wηη wηθ

wθε wθη wθθ

 hε

hη

hθ

 (4)

where vector [a] denotes the generalization displacements in the chord wise hε , flap wise hη and twist mode hθ , as shown

in Fig. 7. In this case,

a =

1.68
2.26
1.18

 . (5)

Therein, wi j is the aerodynamic work coefficient, the first index refers to the mode of vibration, and the second index refers

Figure 7 Blade vibration generalized displacement coordinate system

to the mode to which the aerodynamic force is projected. For example, wεη denotes the aerodynamic work on the flap

wise mode induced by the chord wise vibration. From now on, we switch to use aerodynamic work instead of aerodynamic

damping since it is tricky to define aerodynamic damping for an artificial mode shape or an adjusted nature frequency.

The diagonal terms represent work done by the unsteady pressures acting on the mode shapes producing these unsteady
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pressures. The off-diagonal terms represent the work done by the unsteady pressures acting on the other mode shapes.

Figure 8 shows the nine aerodynamic work coefficients versus nodal diameters. Apparently, the five aerodynamic work

coefficients related to the chord wise mode are much smaller in magnitude than other four counterparts. In particular for

nodal diameters of +1, +2 and +3, these five aerodynamic work coefficients become negligible. This phenomena could arise

from the fact that the chord wise vibration results in much less passage area variation, which will be addressed in Appendix

in detail. wηη and wηθ , induced by the flap wise mode vibration, give arise to positive aerodynamic work coefficient for all

Figure 8 Comparison of aerodynamic work for different modes

nodal diameters; wθθ and wθη , induced by the twist mode vibration, give arise to negative aerodynamic work coefficient for

some low nodal diameters. Therefore, it can be concluded that the chord wise plunge mode plays the least influence on the

fan blade flutter stability with wηη contributing the largest positive damping for all nodal diameters, and wθη contributes

the largest negative damping for the nodal diameter of +2. This phenomenon is similar to the classical wing flutter resulted

from bending and torsional coupling. The imaginary part of the four dominating influence coefficients are shown in Fig.9.

It also can be seen that the twist components on blade ±1 is larger than that on the blade 0, which gives arise to flutter

instability. In addition, the summation of nine aerodynamic work components is identical to the baseline one, as shown in

Fig. 10, which validates the linear superposition principle for different modes.

Figure 9 Decomposed influence coefficients

Having demonstrated that the twist motion is detrimental to the flutter stability, it is possible to increase the flutter

stability by reducing the twist component. In accordance with the linear superposition principle of modes, when scaling the

twist component by a factor of q, the aerodynamic work at a certain nodal diameter can be written as:

Worksum =

 hε

hη

qhθ

T wεε wεη wεθ

wηε wηη wηθ

wθε wθη wθθ

  hε

hη

qhθ

 . (6)
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Figure 10 Combined aerodynamic work versus different nodal diameters

Setting the aerodynamic work at themost unstable nodal diameter of +2 as zero (Eq. 6), the scaling factor is found to be 0.884

and -2.59. Moreover, a negative scaling factor of twist component implies that plunge and twist motion are anti-phase. In

addition, the nodal diameter corresponding to the least stable aerodynamic work might change as the scaling factor changes,

as shown in Fig.11. Figure. 12 figure shows the variation of the minimum aerodynamic work with the scaling factor.

The reconstructed mode shapes for q = 0.5, q = 0.884 and q = −2.59 are shown in Fig. 13. The aerodynamic work

versus nodal diameter corresponding to these three reconstructed modes as well as the baseline one are plotted in Fig. 14.

Figure 11 The variation of the least stable nodal diameter with the scaling factor

Figure 12 The variation of the minimum aerodynamic work with the scaling factor

IMPACT OF VIBRATION FREQUENCY

In this section, the effect of the vibration frequency on flutter stability are studied. The same procedure is repeated for

four selected vibration frequencies. The superimposed aerodynamicwork for different nodal diameter is presented in Fig. 15.

In general, the minimal aerodynamic damping increases with vibration frequency. The fan blade becomes aeroelastically
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Figure 13 Reconstructed mode shapes with different amount of the twist mode

Figure 14 Superimposed aerodynamic work of different modes versus nodal diameter.

Figure 15 Superimposed aerodynamic work versus nodal diameter.

stable when frequency is equal or larger than 210 Hz. However, the frequency variation could result in a shift of nodal

diameter for the minimal aerodynamic damping. For example, the aerodynamic damping is minimal at the nodal diameter

of 0 when the vibration frequency is 229 Hz. In the end, Fig. 16 shows variation of four dominating aerodynamic work

coefficients with respect to the frequency. The aerodynamic work coefficients induced by the twist mode vibration,wηη

and wηθ , are increase monotonously with frequency for nodal diameters of +1, +2 and +3.

CONCLUSIONS

The effects of mode shape and frequency on flutter of a wide chord fan blade is analyzed. The 1F mode is decomposed

into three fundamental modes: a chord wise plunge motion, a flap wise plunge motion and a twist motion. The chord wise

mode related aerodynamic works are much smaller than the other four counterparts. The twist vibration mode is detrimental

to the flutter stability, particularly when it couples with the flap wise plunge mode, and the flap wise bending mode makes

favorable aerodynamic damping contribution. The increase of frequency is beneficial to the flutter stability. A frequency
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(a) Nodal diameter 1 (b) Nodal diameter 2

(c) Nodal diameter 3

Figure 16 The variation of decomposed four aerodynamic work coefficients with vibration frequency

variation can lead to a shift of nodal diameter of the minimal aerodynamic damping.
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APPENDIX: Passage Area Variation for Different Modes

Blade vibration changes passage area which affects aerodynamic damping. The change in passage area due to the

twist motion about an axis near the trailing edge of blade is given by Dong et al. (2020). Fig. 17 illustrates passage area

variation for a two-dimensional flap wise bending and twist motion, with an IBPA of σ . Compared to chord length, the

blade vibration amplitude is small, therefore A, A’, B, and B’ are considered to be co-linear. And it is also assumed that the

vibration amplitude is 1. The passage area change coefficient(PACC) is defined as:

PACC =
SA′B′C′D′ −SABCD

SABCD

For flap wise motion:

PACC f lapwise =
SA′B′C′D′

SABCD
−1

=
(AB−AA′+BB′)×BC

AB×B′C′ −1

=
sin(ωt +σ)− sinωt

Pcosα

where C is the chord length, and P is the pitch. And DE = Psinα , therefore cosα =

√
1− (

DE
P

)2, in which
DE
AE

includes

the effects of stagger angle. Then, the passage area change coefficient can be written as:

PACC f lapwise =
sin(ωt +σ)− sinωt√

P2 − (
DE
AE

)2C2
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For twist motion:

PACCtwsit =
−SAA′I +SBB′H −SCC′H +SDD′I

SABCD

=
−AI ×AA′+BH ×BB′−HC×CC′+ ID×DD′

2AB×AD

=
(sin(ωt +σ)+ sinωt)(−C

2
+(

(2C+4
DE
AE

)2

C
)

2C

√
P2 − (

DE
AE

)2C2(1− DE
AE

)

Figure 18 shows an example of PACC of positive IBPA versus time for a vibration cycle. Changes in the passage area

intensify for twist motion, and the maximum PACC amplitude of the flapwise motion is about 2 times greater than that of

the twist motion for the given conditions. It can also be seen that the amplitudes of PACC for the two motions have opposite

trend with IBPA. For flap wise motion, the the amplitudes of PACC increases with IBPA, while the opposite is true for

twist motion.

(a) Flapwise mode shape (b) Twist mode shape

Figure 17 Schematic diagram of the blade motion with an IBPA of σ
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(a) Flap wise mode shape
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(b) Twist mode shape

Figure 18 Passage area change coefficient(P/C=0.6,DE/AE=0.25)
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